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SECTION 1 
 

INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS 
 
1.1  Introduction 

 
The Louisville/Jefferson County Metro Government (“Metro Government”) is now accepting Proposals 
for a vendor that can provide top quality uniform and accessories as well as superior customer service. 

 
The process of accepting Proposals and choosing the successful proposer shall be by sealed Requests for 
Proposals (“RFP’s”) using the competitive negotiation process under KRS 45A.370. The Metro 
Government, if it chooses to award a contract based on this Proposal, shall do so on the basis of the 
Proposal which is most advantageous to it based upon the Evaluation Criteria set forth herein. (KRS 
45A.370(5)). 
 
The Metro Government finds that a purchase through competitive negotiation is necessary because 
specifications cannot be made sufficiently specific to permit an award on the basis of either the lowest 
bid price or the lowest evaluated bid price. 

The Metro Government shall conduct written or oral discussions with all responsible proposers who 
submit Proposals determined in writing to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for award, except 
as otherwise provided by law.  Where the Metro Government can clearly demonstrate and document 
from the existence of adequate competition or accurate prior cost experience with the particular supply, 
service or construction item, the Metro Government may make an award on the basis of the original 
submitted Proposals.   

 
1.2 Considerations Prior to Submitting a Proposal  
 

1.2.1   Revenue Commission  
If you are a Metro Government vendor or you are doing business in Metro Louisville, you should 
already be registered with the Revenue Commission and have all of your required taxes paid.   If 
you become the successful Proposer, you must be properly registered with the Revenue 
Commission and have all of your required taxes paid prior to the award of a contract.  
 
You must provide your Revenue Commission Number on the Proposer Information and Proposal 
Signature Document, unless you do not yet have one.  Contact the Louisville Metro Revenue 
Commission at (502) 574-4860 for information related to obtaining an account number or 
verifying current compliance. 

1.2.2   Human Relations Commission 
There are two affirmative action requirements which apply to Metro Government Contracts: a) 
Affirmative Action in Employment and b) Affirmative Action in the subcontracting of Minority, 
Female and Handicapped-owned businesses.  
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1.2.2.1 Affirmative Action in Employment  
1.2.2.1.1 The Louisville Metro Human Relations Commission (“HRC”) is required 

determine whether contractors’ employment policies assure employment 
opportunities are available to all citizens without regard to race, color, 
religion, national origin, marital status, handicap, sex, sexual orientation or 
gender identity, or age. 

1.2.2.1.2 To make this determination, the HRC will make an inquiry of the successful 
Proposer pursuant to Louisville Metro Ordinances Section 37.27. 

1.2.2.1.3 If you are contacted by Purchasing Division staff notifying of award, and you 
have not already been “HRC Prequalified”, you will need to contact the HRC 
at 502-574-3631 for information and assistance on procedures to follow in 
becoming approved and qualified. 

1.2.2.1.4 Proposer acknowledges that the resulting Agreement from this RFP is subject 
to Louisville/Jefferson County Metro Government Ordinances §37.25-§37.36 
and failure to comply with the terms of those Ordinances will be cause for 
suspension, termination or cancellation of a contract executed hereunder, or 
rejection of Proposer’s Proposal. 

  
1.2.2.2 Affirmative Action in Subcontracting 

1.2.2.2.1  Generally, either a Proposer will use subcontractors or it will do all the work 
itself. 

1.2.2.2.2 If Not Using Subcontractors, you must complete and sign Form GFE-1, which 
is included with this Proposal in the HRC’s “Good Faith Efforts Requirements” 
document, to indicate work will be self-performed.  
 

Failure to include a completed Form GFE-1 with your proposal will cause the proposal 
to be rejected and deemed nonresponsive. 

 
1.2.2.2.3 If Using Subcontractors, you must follow the instructions and complete the 

forms in the “Good Faith Efforts Requirements” document included with this 
Proposal. This includes but is not limited to making the required good faith 
effort, as that term is defined in the document.  

 
1.3 Preferences 

 
1.3.1 Minimum Wage Preference  

1.3.1.1  Per Louisville Metro Ordinance Chapter §37.56, preferences shall be given to 
businesses, which provide their employees a minimum wage equal to or exceeding 
the minimum wage set forth in §37.55 ("minimum wage business") which is currently 
$10.10/hour.  This minimum wage rate is the rate set by Louisville Metro Council for 
all full-time Louisville Metro employees.  

1.3.1.2 If a business provides its employees at least $10.10/hour, regardless of location or 
position, the offer price in the Proposal shall be reduced by 5% for the purpose of 
determining which offer is most advantageous to Metro Government. 
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1.3.1.3 If this Proposal is for services, and the business intends to use subcontractors to 
perform all or part of the work required under the contract, the business shall not 
subcontract more than 20% of the work to non-minimum wage businesses unless 
such services are not available from minimum wage businesses.  

1.3.1.4 If a business receives the Minimum Wage Preference and is awarded a contract under 
this Proposal, then it must post a sign of the $10.10 minimum wage rate in a 
conspicuous place and manner so as to inform employees and the public of your 
minimum wage policy.  

1.3.1.5 If you certify your business as a minimum wage business, are subsequently awarded 
a contract, and the Metro Government discovers you do not pay your employees at 
least $10.10 per hour, your business will be liable to the Metro Government for 30% 
of the amount of the contract awarded.  

1.3.1.6 You must complete the Minimum Wage Preference Certification on the Proposer 
Information and Signature Page included in this Proposal. 

 
1.3.2    Local Vendor Preference 
The Metro Government gives Proposals submitted by local vendors a preference.  

 
1.3.2.1 To qualify as a local vendor, a company must: 

1.3.2.1.1 Be established in the Louisville Metropolitan Statistical Area (“MSA”), as 
defined by the United States Census Bureau for twelve (12) consecutive 
months. 

1.3.2.1.2 Possess a current Louisville Revenue Commission account number. 
1.3.2.1.3 Have its headquarters located in the Louisville MSA or have a branch office 

currently located in the Louisville MSA for at least twelve (12) consecutive 
months prior to the broadcast date of this Request for Proposal. 

1.3.2.1.4 Determine whether the City or County within the Louisville MSA in which your 
business is located has the required reciprocal ordinance which recognizes 
business located within the Louisville MSA as local businesses for the purpose 
of a procurement preference. If that City or County does have such an 
ordinance, you must include a copy of that document in your response to this 
RFP. 

1.3.2.1.5 Utilize local businesses to furnish at least 75% of the services under a contract 
awarded hereunder unless such services are not available locally. 

1.3.2.2 If the Metro Government determines your business is a local business, based on the 
standards described here, then your business shall receive a 5% reduction of the total 
amount you propose or 5 points added to your evaluated Proposal total, depending 
on the type of proposal evaluation process the Metro Government has decided to 
use. 

1.3.2.3 If the Metro Government concludes your business is a local business for the purposes 
of this Proposal, and that determination is based on false information, the Proposer 
shall be subject to a fine equal to 25% of the price quoted in this Proposal.  

1.3.2.4 Any petition challenging the designation or award of local vendor preference shall 
follow the procedures set forth in LMCO §37.03. 
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1.3.3 Kentucky Statutory Preferences 
The Commonwealth of Kentucky requires the Metro Government to apply certain purchasing 
preferences as set forth in Kentucky Revised Statutes (“KRS”) Sections 45A.470, 45A.490, 492 and 
494. 

1. Kentucky Correctional Industries: Products made by the Department of Corrections, Division of Prison Industries, 
shall receive a preference equal to twenty (20) percent of the maximum points awarded to a bidder in a 
solicitation. (KRS 45A.470, 200 KAR 5:410) 

2. Qualified bidder status: Kentucky Industries for the Blind, Incorporated, any nonprofit corporation that 
furthers the purposes of KRS Chapter 163, or a qualified nonprofit agency for individuals with severe 
disabilities as described in KRS 45A.465(3) shall receive a preference equal to fifteen (15) percent of the 
maximum points awarded to a bidder in a solicitation. 

a. A bidder claiming qualified bidder status shall submit along with its response to a solicitation a 
notarized affidavit which affirms that it meets the requirements to be considered a qualified bidder. 
The required affidavit form can be obtained by going to Metro Louisville Metro Government’s 
Purchase webpage: https://louisvilleky.gov/government/management-budget/purchasing.  

3. Reciprocal Preference (KRS 45A.490-494) 
a. KRS 45A.490 Definitions for KRS 45A.490 to 45A.494.  

1. "Contract" means any agreement of a public agency, including grants and orders, for the 
purchase or disposal of supplies, services, construction, or any other item; and  

2. "Public agency" has the same meaning as in KRS 61.805. 
b. KRS 45A.492 Legislative declarations. The General Assembly declares:  

1. A public purpose of the Commonwealth is served by providing preference to Kentucky 
residents in contracts by public agencies; and  

2. Providing preference to Kentucky residents equalizes the competition with other states that 
provide preference to their residents. 

c. KRS 45A.494 Reciprocal preference to be given by public agencies to resident bidders -- List of 
states -- Administrative regulations.  
1. Prior to a contract being awarded to the lowest responsible and responsive bidder on a 

contract by a public agency, a resident bidder of the Commonwealth shall be given a 
preference against a nonresident bidder registered in any state that gives or requires a 
preference to bidders from that state. The preference shall be equal to the preference given 
or required by the state of the nonresident bidder.  

2. A resident bidder is an individual, partnership, association, corporation, or other business 
entity that, on the date the contract is first advertised or announced as available for bidding:  
a. Is authorized to transact business in the Commonwealth; and  
b. Has for one (1) year prior to and through the date of the advertisement, filed Kentucky 

corporate income taxes, made payments to the Kentucky unemployment insurance fund 
established in KRS 341.490, and maintained a Kentucky workers' compensation policy in 
effect.  

3. A nonresident bidder is an individual, partnership, association, corporation, or other business 
entity that does not meet the requirements of subsection (2) of this section.  

4. If a procurement determination results in a tie between a resident bidder and a nonresident 
bidder, preference shall be given to the resident bidder.  

5. This section shall apply to all contracts funded or controlled in whole or in part by a public 
agency.  

6. The Finance and Administration Cabinet shall maintain a list of states that give to or require a 
preference for their own resident bidders, including details of the preference given to such 
bidders, to be used by public agencies in determining resident bidder preferences. The cabinet 
shall also promulgate administrative regulations in accordance with KRS Chapter 13A 
establishing the procedure by which the preferences required by this section shall be given.  

https://louisvilleky.gov/government/management-budget/purchasing
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7. The preference for resident bidders shall not be given if the preference conflicts with federal 
law. 

8. Any public agency soliciting or advertising for bids for contracts shall make KRS 45A.490 to 
45A.494 part of the solicitation or advertisement for bids. 

 
A notarized affidavit form for Bidders, Offerors, and Contractors Claiming Resident Bidder Status 
can be obtained by going to Metro Louisville Metro Government’s Purchase webpage: 
https://louisvilleky.gov/government/management-budget/purchasing if a proposer wishes to 
include in their proposal.  Unless there are proposal from vendors from states that have a 
designated percentage or point procurement preference in that state, this preference will not 
apply.    

 
1.4 Proposal Submittal Requirements 

 
1.4.1 All Proposals must be signed by a duly authorized officer, agent or employee of the Bidder 

(See the “Request for Proposal Signature Page” document). Bidder promises that the 
individual signing the Proposal document for the Bidder has the authority to bind the Bidder.  

1.4.2 Sealed Proposals will be accepted until 3:00p.m. on July 6, 2022. 
Louisville Metro Government uses a web-based portal for accepting and evaluating proposals 
digitally (https://louisvilleky.bonfirehub.com/portal).  Documents may be uploaded at any 
time during the open period.  We strongly recommend that you allow sufficient time to 
complete uploading, submit and finalize your submission before the closing deadline.   
If you have any technical questions related to your submission, please contact Bonfire at 
Support@GoBonfire.com.   
You can also visit their help forum at https://bonfirehub.zendesk.com/hc. 

1.4.3 Proposals cannot be submitted through the portal after 3:00 p.m. on July 6, 2022. 
1.4.4 Any inquiries about this RFP shall be addressed in writing on the Bonfire portal. 
1.4.5 Changes, Clarifications, Errors, Addenda:   

1.4.5.1 Should a prospective Proposer find a discrepancy in or omissions from the specifications 
or be unclear as to what the specifications mean, the Proposer shall notify Metro 
Purchasing through the Bonfire portal.  The Buyer will provide written clarification to all 
prospective Proposers. Proposer agrees that the Metro Government will not be 
responsible for any oral instructions.  

1.4.5.2 Clarification of Submittal:  The Metro Government may obtain clarification or additional 
information from a Bidder. 

1.4.5.3 Changes/Alterations:  Proposer may change or withdraw its Proposal at any time prior to 
Proposal closing date and time.   

1.4.5.4 The Proposer must respond as required in this Proposal; failure to make any required 
response or provide required information may cause rejection of the Proposal as 
nonresponsive.  

1.4.5.5 Once this Proposal has been signed by Proposer and officially submitted to the Purchasing 
Department of the Metro Government, Proposer will not be allowed to alter or withdraw 
its Proposal except with the written permission of the Director of Purchasing.  

1.4.5.6 Addenda:  The Metro Government may issue an addendum, or addenda, changing some 
aspect of the Proposal. All addenda, if any, shall be considered in making the Proposal, 

https://louisvilleky.gov/government/management-budget/purchasing
mailto:Support@GoBonfire.com
https://bonfirehub.zendesk.com/hc
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and such addenda shall be made a part of this Proposal. Before submitting a Proposal, it 
is incumbent upon each Proposer to be informed as to whether any addenda have been 
issued, and the failure to cover in the Proposal any such addenda may result in 
disqualification of that Proposal. 

1.4.6 The Metro Government shall not permit a Proposer to withdraw its Proposal for sixty (60) 
days after Proposals are opened, unless the Metro Government makes a specific exception 
in writing. Further, Proposal prices shall be firm for a minimum of six (6) months after the 
Proposal closing date.  

1.4.7 Metro Government shall not be responsible for any cost incurred by the Proposer in the 
preparation of its Proposal. 

1.4.8 If the award is divided among or between vendors, written notification will be given to each 
vendor of the specific items covered on their respective contracts.  

 
1.5 Buyer Information 

 
Kim Henry  
Email:  kim.henry@louisvilleky.gov 
Phone: 502 574-3491 
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SECTION 2  

 SPECIFICATIONS 

 
1. Storefront Operation 
 
It is preferred that the vendor have a storefront within Jefferson County, Kentucky to be 
accessible for walk-in customers. The store must be open for customers during regular 
business hours (Monday- Friday, 8 hours each day). This storefront location must have 
adequate staffing to accommodate the needs of LMPD. This will include keeping an ample 
amount of inventory in the storefront so personnel can try on clothing/equipment and 
purchase items off the rack. If items are not in inventory, the turn-around time must be within 
reason and comparable to the current market for said items. The vendor(s) and designated 
members of the LMPD will meet to discuss inventory prior to the bid being awarded. 
 
If vendor cannot provide storefront operation, vendor agrees to set up a location monthly at 
one of LMPD locations to drop off ordered items, take orders and address any concerns that 
LMPD may have. 
 
2. Quality of Service and Order Accuracy 
 
The awarded vendor must provide quality customer service and order accuracy. If at any time 
LMPD determines that there is a problem in this area, the vendor must meet with Metro’s 
contract administration group to discuss the issues. Failure to address and take corrective action 
may result in termination of the contract.  
With-in 24 hours of receipt of order, the vendor must provide confirmation of receipt, estimated 
delivery date and note any possible issues that would delay the order. LMPD requires the earliest 
possible delivery available.   
Vendor must submit a detailed summary of the process from order to delivery.  
Any additional fees must be approved by LMPD prior to work being done. 
 
3. Price Extensions to Individual Members 
 
The vendor agrees to offer individual members of the LMPD the same prices listed in the final 
contract. These prices will be extended to members who purchase job related items and who 
intend to use the items for job related functions. This offer will not be extended on equipment 
items that are clearly intended for specialty teams as a whole, or for officers who desire to 
purchase items for personal use. If at any time the vendor questions the intended use of an item 
purchased at the contract price by an individual member they should contact the office of the 
Chief of Police. 
 
4. Uniform Emblems 
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All prices given by vendors during this bid shall include the application of departmental 
patches and emblems. The patches and emblems shall be supplied by the vendor. The price 
should not include metal buttons, bars, or name plates unless otherwise noted. 
 
5. Samples during Bid Process 
 
The short-listed vendors must agree to provide samples for a predetermined list of items they bid 
upon. Designated members of LMPD will coordinate the sampling process after the bidding is 
complete but before the bid is awarded. 
 
6. Bid Totality and Accuracy 
 
Vendors must bid on EVERY item listed. Failure to bid on EVERY item may result in a 
disqualification of that vendor for that section as a whole. Bid prices submitted by vendors are 
final and will not be open for change or clarification. If errors are made, the vendor will be given 
an option to withdraw from the section which contains the errors or leave the prices standing as 
they are. 
 
Items eligible for equivalent product are denoted as such; however, the vendor must upload 
spec sheets with the name brand and lot number of all items. Items marked as NO SUBSTITUTES 
shall require a pricing for that exact item. If an alternate product is priced in these cases, the 
bidder must apply that price to the exact item mentioned in these specifications or withdraw 
from that part of the contract as a whole. 
 
7. Ordering Website 
 
The vendor shall produce a LMPD designated website for ordering uniforms/accessories that can be 
shipped to worksite or home address. 

8. Guarantee 
 
The material must be guaranteed to be free from defects of construction, conception, and workmanship 
for a period of at least 12 months from date of acceptance.  Any part or portion found not in accordance 
with this specification will be rejected and returned to vendor at vendor’s expense for immediate 
replacement. 

9.    Service Requirements Regarding Financial Processing 
 
Upon award the vendor must agree to meet with members of the LMPD Administrative Staff 
and/or Metro Government's Office of Management and Budget to establish best practices for 
the processing of invoices, purchase orders, delivery of products, etc. The vendor must also 
agree to make necessary changes to this process as dictated by current needs of the 
department. 
 
10. Guarantee Price Reduction Clause 
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Due to the nature of police work, it is impractical to itemize every piece of uniform and/or 
equipment needed by LMPD. Therefore, all bidders must define a guaranteed price reduction 
from the MSRP for all items not listed in this contract. The awarded vendor shall honor that price 
reduction and hold true to all other requirements in this contract. 
 

Required Uniforms and Accessories for Daily Work and Service Specifications 

 
NOTE: All uniform clothing needs to be generally consistent with the current uniforms worn by 
LMPD members. Designated LMPD personnel will be the final authority on color matching and 
overall acceptable appearance; including the evaluation of equivalency when relevant. The 
specifications for all shirts and trousers shall be basically the same for both men and women 
with exceptions for styling particular to women's sizing and cuts. These garments shall be 
available in both men's and women's sizes, unless noted. Altering men's uniforms to fit women 
officers is NOT ACCEPTABLE. All shirts and jackets shall have shoulder patches and emblems 
specific to LMPD applied by the vendor. The price given during the bid must include the price of 
this application. 
 
1. CLASS A UNIFORM 
(Patrol Officers can choose between Class A Uniforms and Class B PDU's for daily wear) 

A. Class A Long Sleeve Shirt (Men's and Women's) 
 
Fabric must be a blend of 75% Polyester and 25%, which can be home- washed or dry-cleaned. 
Work wear industrial style construction is unacceptable. The color of the fabric must be dark 
blue (such as LAPD or Navy Blue). Shirts and trousers must match each other in color and match 
current LMPD uniforms. 
 
The shirts will have five (5) permanent creases: three in back and two in the front. 
 
The front closure will include a placket with seven (7) buttons - metal button option - and seven 
(7) buttonholes. It will also include a hidden zipper set just below the second button. The top, 
second, and bottom buttons will be attached on the opposite side of those buttons affixed over 
the buttonholes on the placket over the hidden zipper. 
 
The long sleeve shirt will have a button or buttons on the sleeve and reinforced cuffs with a 
button placket closure with interlining and metal button option. 
 
The collar must be made of a heavy-duty lining to maintain shape, as well as a small tab or collar 
stay sewn within the lining. The collar must allow for comfortable closure of the collar button. 
 
The shirt will have two attached epaulets, one on each shoulder. The far side of the epaulets will 
be sewn to the shirt and have a button affixed to the side nearest the collar for aesthetic 
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purposes. 
 
The shirt will have two pleated breast pockets with scalloped flaps and hidden hook Velcro 
closures on both edges of the pockets. The Velcro tabs shall be securely attached and sewn to 
the shirt. The left breast pocket must have an invisible pen/pencil opening on the side closest 
to the front closure. 
 
The shirt must have a reinforced exterior badge holder with designated openings for proper 
badge position. 
 
Men Sizes: 
Men Sleeve lengths: 32 - 37 inches 
Neck sizes: 14-1/2 to 18-1/2, 19, 20, 21, 
22  
 
Women Sizes: 
28, 30 Regular= 30" 
32, 34 Regular= 30", Long= 31" 
36, 38 Regular= 31", Long= 32" 
40, 42   Regular= 32", Long= 33" 
44, 46   Regular= 33", Long= 34" 
 
B. Class A Short Sleeve Shirt (Men's and Women's) 
 
The specifications for the Class A short sleeve shirt are basically the same as those detailed for the 
Class A long sleeve shirt with exceptions particular to styling and the long sleeve cut. 
 
The color of the fabric must be dark blue (such as LAPD or Navy Blue). Shirts and trousers must 
match each other in color. All Class A uniform clothing needs to be generally consistent with the 
current uniforms worn by LMPD members. Designated LMPD personnel will be the final 
authority on color matching and overall acceptable appearance. 
 
Sizes: 
Neck sizes: 14-1/2 to 18-1/2, 19, 20, 21, 22 
Women's Bust Sizes: 28 - 52 
 
C. Class A Uniform Trousers (Men's and Women's) 
 
Fabric must be a blend of 75% Polyester and 25% Wool, which can be home-washed or dry-
cleaned. Work wear or industrial style construction is unacceptable. The color of the fabric must 
be dark blue (such as LAPD or Navy Blue). Shirts and trousers must match each other in color 
and match current LMPD uniforms. 
The pants will have permanent creases, bar-tacks at stress points, and reinforced crotch lining. 
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Trousers must be plain front with two (2) quarter top front pockets and two (2) rear hip pockets 
with professional finishing. The left rear pocket will have a button tab closure. 
 
Bidders may submit an optional six-pocketed pant of similar construction. 
 
The closure on the trousers will consist of a brass ratcheting zipper and a reinforced French Fly 
(may not come with women's cut) tab at the top of the zipper, with one (1) crush-proof hook-eye 
waistband closure. 
 
The waistband on the trousers will consist of an interior non-slip banding to ensure a tailored 
look when the shirt is tucked in. The band must be sewn in and not visible when the pants are 
worn. 
 
Each trouser will have a minimum of seven (7) belt loops, which are lined for extra thickness and 
are securely sewn into the top and bottom of the waistband. "Dropped" belt loops are not 
acceptable. 
 
Sizes: 
MENS: 28 - 54 (EVEN ONLY OVER 38) 
WOMEN'S EQUIVELANTS (4 - 24) 
 
D. Class A Hat: 
(Midway Cap Four-Star Class A Police Hat or equivalent product*) 

 
The service hat must be consistent with the current LMPD hat in color, construction, materials, and 
emblems. Designated LMPD personnel will be the final authority on appearance and equivalency. 
 
The vendor will be responsible for applying straps and adornments. The front strap for officers 
must be silver nylon lace and secured on each side with a nickel plate (silver in color) Louisville 
Metro Seal button. The front strap for commanding officer hats must be gold nylon lace and 
secured on each side with a gold plate seal button with Louisville Metro Seal. 
 
 
E. Command Dress Cap: 
(Midway Cap Four-Star Company or equivalent product*) 

This is the same as above but with command visors based on rank of Major, Lieutenant Colonel, 
and Colonel. The visor shall be shiny black with appropriate oak leaf emblems securely affixed. 
 
F. Rain Cap Cover: 
(PNCCBO B 412 - Nasco Industries or equivalent product*) 

Cover must be of heavy weight durable material that is rain, heat, and wind resistant. Must come in 
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black (should include reversible ANSI/ISEA standards for safety). 
 
G. Necktie: 
 
Tie shall be made of the same material as the Class A uniform shirt. The color of the tie shall 
closely match the color of the shirt. 
 
The tie shall be pre-tied on a metal clip and 3" wide with permanent knots. The length must be 
16" to 17" long. 
 
H. Class A Shirt Buttons 
 
Buttons will be complete with a disc and toggle ring. Buttons are to be nickel finish for patrol 
officers and gold finish for commanding officers. All buttons must have the Louisville Metro Seal 
imprinted on each button. 
 
I. Class A Duty Gear: (*equivalent products may be considered but designated LMPD 
personnel will be the final authority on overall equivalency) 
 
• Safariland High Gloss 2 ¼" Duty Belt - 4 row stitching with silver or gold 
buckle* Safariland High Gloss Inner Belt * 
• Safariland #77-9 High Gloss Double Magazine Pouch with hidden snap* 
Safariland #190-9 High Gloss Single Handcuff Case with hidden snap* which is 
sized for standard or ASP brand handcuffs 
• Safariland #38-9 High Gloss MK3 OC Holder with flap and hidden snaps * 
Safariland High Gloss Glove Pouch - Velcro closure * 
• Safariland High Gloss Keeper - 4 pack - hidden snaps * 

• High Gloss ASP 21" Expandable Baton Holder -open top design * ASP 21" 
Rotating Scabbard* 
• High Gloss ring Flashlight Holder Safariland #295-83 High Gloss Holster* 
Safariland #070-83 High Gloss Holster* 
• Safariland # 6360-83-491 ALS High Gloss STX Holster * 
• Taser # 44H015BK L2 Holster Matte Finish 
• Safariland 7360 High Gloss Holster 
 
J. Jacket (Light) 
 
The light jacket must consist of material that constitutes a stretchable "soft shell" and be water and 
wind resistant with a lining for extra warmth, but no bulky fillers. The jacket must be black in color 
and generally consistent with the appearance of current LMPD light jackets. 

The jacket must have a full front zipper closure with adjustable cuff closures and an added side 
feature for easy weapon access. 
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The jacket will be waist length and designed to sit above the duty belt. 
 
It will also have a feature for radio mic attachment on the external part of the jacket. This may be 
accomplished through shoulder straps, epaulets, or an optional mic tab sewn into either side of the 
jacket near the shoulder area. 
 
Two (2) external pockets with secure closures will be on the front of each jacket. LMPD shoulder 
patches, name strip, and appropriately colored badge patch will be applied by the vendor. 

SIZES: 
REGULAR LENGTH: 
XS-4XL 
LONG LENGTH: 
M-4XL 
 
K. Windbreaker 

The windbreaker must be 100% nylon or better material with a zip out lining. It must be black in 
color and generally consistent with the appearance of current LMPD windbreaker jackets. The 
jacket will be water resistant. 
 
All other features will be the same as the light jacket listed above. 
 
LMPD shoulder patches, name strip, and appropriately colored badge patch will be applied by the 
vendor. 
 
L. Sweater 
Sweater must be black in color, made of 70% acrylic and 30% wool, commando ribbed, military 
style. The color and appearance will be generally consistent with current LMPD sweaters. It must 
have color matched fabric on shoulder and elbow patches as well as a badge tab and two (2) 
shoulder epaulets. The sweater must be available in a crew neck style. 
 
Shoulder patches, badge emblem and name strip will be applied by the 
vendor. Sizes: SM-4XL 
 
M. Class A Rain Jacket 
 
The rain jacket must be reversible (black to ANSI/ISEA standards) made of durable nylon. It will 
be 30"- 32" long. The jacket must be generally consistent with the appearance of current LMPD 
rain jackets. 
 
The jacket must have silver Scotchlite reflective material for added visibility or equivalent. 
There will be a storm flap snap closure and have side vents for easy equipment 
access. The jacket will have a removable or tuck-able hood made of durable 
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material. 
The vendor will apply the breast badge and METRO POLICE in 2 1/2" silver reflective heat transfer 
of the back of jacket. 
 
Sizes: S-3XL 
 
N. Class A Winter Duty Jacket 

The jacket will have a shell that is made of a durable water repellant finish with a removable liner 
that is designed for warmth. The color of the jacket will be black or a dark navy but must match 
the currently issued LMPD winter coat. The jacket will have features to provide comfort and 
mobility conducive to daily duties. Designated LMPD personnel will be the final authority on the 
color matching and general practicality of the jacket. 
 
Two (2) epaulets will be on the jacket shoulders, securely sewn on both ends, but open in the 
middle to allow for a mic attachment. 
 
The jacket will have a front closure consisting of a durable zipper, securely affixed to the jacket, 
covered by a weatherproof flap. The storm flap will have additional closures, such as snaps or 
the equivalent thereof. 
 
The cuffs will be adjustable for proper fitting and have secure closures. 
 
The waistband will be of a flexible material and designed to sit above the duty belt and must not 
impede access to equipment. 
 
The vendor will be responsible for applying the LMPD shoulder patches, collar emblems, cloth 
badge, and name strip. 
 
Sizes: SM - 4XL 

 

2. CLASS B UNIFORM (Worn by Patrol Officers at their discretion) 
 
A. 5.11 Class B Long Sleeve Shirt 
 
5.11 Tactical Series POU LS Taclite Class B Shirt# 72366 (Men's) and 61168, 61170W 
(Women's)/ 
NAVY 

 
Class B shirt must be Navy in color, 65% polyester 35% cotton Ripstop with Teflon and sewn in 
military creases on the front and back and collar stays on the front edge of collar and Taffeta lined 
collar.  Shirt must also have functional epaulets on each shoulder and a button with hole at neck 
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end. It must have underarm venting, two welts opening along the side seam with one button 
adjustable cuffs.  The hem shall be fishtail design and the shirt must have two chest pockets with 
stitched pleats and pencil pockets with hook and loop flaps and button facade. Stitching is triple 
needled on document pockets, chest pockets, armholes, back yoke and bi swing gusset. The shirt 
must have a grommeted badge holder. 
 
The shirt has one button at center front neck band, 6 on front placket (3 fully functional, 3 
applied to top placket on top of the button holes), underneath is a YKK zipper with auto locking 
slider, 1 functional button for each epaulet, 3 buttons on each cuff, one spare. Shirt shall have 
name strip, badge emblem, collar emblems and shoulder patches applied by vendor according to 
current LMPD policy. 
 
Men's and women's sizes equivalent to those specified for Class A. 
 
B. 5.11 Class B Short Sleeve Shirt 
 
5.11 Tactical Series POU LS Taclite Class B Shirt# 71168 (Men's) and 62366, 62368W 
(Women's)/ 
NAVY 

 
The shirt sleeve shirt is the same as the long sleeve, with exception to those features inherent to 
long sleeves. 
 
Men's and women's sizes equivalent to those specified for Class A. 
 

C. 5.11 Class B Trousers 
 
5.11 PDU Class B Taclite Pant# 74371 (Men's) and 61371, 64373W (Women's)/ NAVY 
 
Class B Uniform trousers must be navy in color, 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 6.14 Ripstop with 
Teflon finish. The pockets are to be 80% polyester, 20% cotton with 4.0 oz. plain weave. The 
pants have self-adjusting tunnel waist, silicone gripper band, diamond gusseted crotch, 
permanent military creases, 5-7 thread seams, key-hole button fly, 2 cargo pockets with secure 
covert pockets, belt-loops with edge stitching. 
 
Men's and women's sizes equivalent to those specified for Class A. 
 
D. Propper Class B Long Sleeve Shirt 
 
Propper Tactical Shirt - Long Sleeve #F531250 (Men's) and #F530550 (Women's)/ NAVY - 
Lightweight 
Class B shirt must be Navy in color, 65% polyester, 35% cotton Ripstop fabric with Teflon 
protectant, hidden collar stays, shoulder epaulets with buttons, two box-pleated chest pockets 
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with hook and loop closures, hidden zipper with mock button front, gusseted underarms, and 
reinforced elbows. The shirt must be fade, shrink and wrinkle resistant. Shirt shall have name 
strip, badge emblem, collar emblems and shoulder patches applied by vendor according to 
current LMPD policy. 
 
Men's and women's sizes equivalent to those specified for Class A. 

E. Propper Class B Short Sleeve Shirt 
 
Propper Tactical Shirt - Short Sleeve #F531150 (Men's) and #F530450 (Women's)/ NAVY - 
Lightweight 
 
The short sleeve shirt is the same as the long sleeve, with exception to those features inherent to 
long sleeves. 
 
Men's and women's sizes equivalent to those specified for Class A. 
 
F. Propper Class B Trousers 
 
Propper Tactical Pant #F524350 (Men's) and #F524950 (Women's) / NAVY - Lightweight 
 
Class B trousers must be Navy in color, 65% polyester, 35% cotton Ripstop fabric with Teflon 
protectant, large belt loops designed for nylon duty belts, action-stretch waistband, reinforced 
seat and knees, zipper fly with sturdy snap closure, nine pocket design 
 
Men's and women's sizes equivalent to those specified for Class A. 
 
G. BDU Shirts (BDUs can be worn for daily use instead of PDUs for some units that undergo 
vigorous activity; such as the wrecker drivers and traffic inspectors). 
 
BDU Uniform shirt must be navy in color, 65% polyester, 35% cotton Ripstop, 2 pocket design 
with bellowed chest pockets, hidden button and pen pockets. Shirt must also have hidden button 
front, tapered tail, double stitched seams and reinforced elbows. Shirt shall have name strip, 
badge emblem, collar emblems and shoulder patches applied by vendor according to current 
LMPD policy. 
 

H. BDU Trousers 
 
Class B uniform trousers must be navy in color, 65% Polyester, 35% cotton Ripstop, 6 pocket design 
with drawstring bottom, button fly front and 1 3/4" wide belt loops with waist tabs. Trousers must 
also have reinforced knees and seat. 
 
I. Class B Duty Gear 
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Bianchi AccuMold Nylon Gear or equivalent products* 
 
Black ballistic weave fabric with closed cell foam insert for support and durability. Hidden snaps 
required on duty pouches and holders. All duty gear below must be generally consistent with 
current LMPD nylon gear. Designated LMPD personnel will be the final authority on equivalency. 
 
• Nylon Duty Belt with Molded Polymer Buckle 2 ¼" Wide lined with Velcro Loop Nylon Inner 
Belt Velcro Lined 
• Nylon Double Magazine Pouch Nylon Single Handcuff Case Nylon MK3 OC Holder 
• Nylon MK4 OC Holder Nylon Belt Keepers - 4 pack 
• Nylon 21" Expandable baton Holder - open top design 

• Nylon Radio Holder with Swivel - open top design with elastic security strap Nylon Glove 
Pouch - Velcro Closure 
• Nylon Flashlight Ring/ Baton Ring (combo) Safariland #295-83 Holster Nylon STX Finish 
Safariland #070-83 Holster Nylon STX Finish Safariland #6360-83 Holster Nylon STX Finish 
• Safariland 7360 molded plastic holster (with and without WML Option) 
• ASP 21" Nylon Expandable Baton Holder 
 
J. Class B Utility Cap 
 
The cap is twill baseball style, dark navy in color. The color of the hat will closely match the color 
of the class B uniform. Perforated or mesh caps are not acceptable. The LMPD patch shall be 
embroidered on the front and the word "POLICE" shall be embroidered on the back in either 
white or gold lettering by the vendor. The cap must be generally consistent with LMPD's 
currently issued Class B cap. 
 

3. CLASS C UNIFORM (Worn by Patrol Officers at their Discretion) 
 
A. Class C Short Sleeve Polo Shirt 
 
Men's and Women's Short Sleeve Polo in Navy Blue or equivalent product* 
 
Polo will be a Polyester/Cotton blend with moisture wicking features. There will be features built 
in for increased mobility, a button placket front closure, a microphone tab positioned on the front of 
the shirt or the shoulder area, the collar cannot curl, and there should be added features for police 
related work (such as pencil holders). The shirt shall be non-pilling and snag resistant. 
 
Vendor shall apply LMPD shoulder patches and cloth breast badge with METRO POLICE heat 
transfer in reflective 2 ½" letters on the back of the polo (color according to current LMPD policy). 
The officer's first initial and last name shall be embroidered on the right breast area. Lettering and 
badge will either be dependent upon the rank. 
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Sizes: Men's S-4XL, Women's S-4XL 
 
B. 5.11 Class C Tactical Shorts 
 
5.11 Tactical Series Taclite Pro Shorts #73287 (Men's) and #63071 (Women's) in Navy color. 
 
These shorts are modeled after the Class B 5.11 POU trousers. They are made of lightweight 
Taclite ripstop fabric. 
 
C. Propper Class C Tactical Shorts 
 
Propper Tactical Series Class C Shorts #F523350 (Men's) (No special cut available for women). 
 
Modeled after the Propper Class B trousers, these shorts are a 65% polyester / 35% cotton, ripstop 
blend with Teflon fabric protectant. They have a nine-pocket design. 
 
4. CLASS D UNIFORM (Worn in Specialty Units with Division Commander Approval) 
 
A. Class D Long Sleeve Polo Shirt 
 
Men's and Women's Long Sleeve Polo in white, black, gray, navy, red and ANSI/ISEA high visibility 
colors, or equivalent product* 
 
Polo will be a Polyester/Cotton blend with moisture wicking features. There will be features built in 
for increased mobility, a button placket front closure, non-curling collar and must be suitable for 
police work. The shirt shall be non-pilling and snag resistant. 
 
Vendor shall apply a cloth badge or patch to the left chest area, depending on the unit or division. 
The officer's first initial and last name shall be embroidered on the right breast area. Lettering color 
shall be determined by LMPD policy. 
 
Sizes: Men's S-4XL, Women's S-4XL 
 
B. Class D Short Sleeve Polo Shirt 
Men's and Women's Long Sleeve Polo available in white, black, gray, navy and red colors. 
 
This is the short sleeve version of the Class D Long Sleeve Polo Shirt above and must meet the same 
general specifications. 
 
C. Class D Tactical Cargo Pants 

Cargo or Tactical style pants must be available in dark navy and tan/beige colors and made of a 
durable material with a flexible waistline, multiple pockets and suitable for police duties. This 
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pant accompanies a polo shirt or other specialty unit shirt, like those used by the Training Unit 
and the Crime Scene Unit. 

Pants must be generally consistent with current LMPD issued cargo or tactical style pants. 
These pants are not bloused at the bottom. 

5. CLASS E UNIFORM (This is the daily uniform for Bike Officers and allowed for officers 
when riding ATVs, ESVs, and Mounted Patrol). 
 
A. Class E Long Sleeve Polo Shirt 
 
Men's and Women's Long Sleeve Polo in Dark/Navy Blue or equivalent product* 

 
Polo will be a Polyester/Cotton blend with moisture wicking features. There will be 
features built in for increased mobility, a button placket front closure, a mic tab positioned 
on the front of the shirt or the shoulder area, the collar cannot curl, and there should be 
added features for police related work (such as pencil holders). The fabric shall be non-
pilling and snag resistant. 

 
Vendor shall apply LMPD Shoulder patches and cloth breast badge with embroidered name 
in block letters and METRO POLICE heat transfer in 2 ½" letters (color dependent upon 
current LMPD policy) applied on back of polo. 

Sizes: Men's S-4XL, Women's S-4XL 

B. Class E Short Sleeve Polo Shirt 
 
Men's and Women's Long Sleeve Polo in or Dark/Navy Blue or equivalent product* 

This is the short sleeve version of the Class E Long Sleeve Polo Shirt above and must meet the 
same general specifications. 

Sizes: Men's S-4XL, Women's S-4XL 

C. Class E Trousers 
 
MOCEAN Barrier #2054 / Navy Blue, or equivalent product* 

 
Bike and Mounted Patrol pants will be constructed of Nylon with a durable shell and features 
to aid in comfort, mobility, and temperature control. 

The overall design must be compatible with police bicycle functions, including flexible 
waistband, sturdy closures, durable belt loops, and front and back pockets that are 
accessible with a duty belt. The knees will be vented and elasticized with zipper closure. 
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Sizes: Men's S-4XL, Women's S-4XL 

D. Class E Shorts 
 
MOCEAN Barrier #1054 I Navy Blue or equivalent product* 

 
Bike and Mounted Patrol shorts will be constructed of Nylon with a durable shell and features 
to aid in comfort, mobility, and temperature control. 

 

The overall design must be compatible with police functions, including flexible waistband, sturdy 
closures, durable belt loops, and front and back pockets that are accessible with a duty belt. 
 
Sizes: Men's S-4XL, Women's S-4XL 
 
E. Class E Jacket 
 
MOCEAN #6070 / Royal Blue over Navy or equivalent product* 
 
The jacket must have 100% nylon shell with removable liner, and features to aid in comfort, 
mobility, and temperature control. The front closure will have a durable zipper with a securely 
closing storm flap. 
 
The cuffs of the jacket will be adjustable. 
 
There will be two (2) slash front pockets and additional pockets compatible with police functions 
(such as zipper closures, pen/pencil pockets). 
 
There will be high quality reflective tape (Scotchlite 3M) around chest and back. The jacket must 
have POLICE in 2" white letters on the front chest and POLICE in 3" white letters on the back-
cape area of jacket. Shoulder patches and badge patch shall be applied by the vendor. 
 
Sizes: Men's S-4XL, Women's S-4XL 
F. Bike Gloves 
 
Gloves must be half finger (same product should also be available in full finger style) design with 
Lycra (or equivalent product*) back, terry cloth thumb strip and adjustable wrist closure. 
 
Sizes: S-XL 
G. Class E Bike Rain Jacket 
 
Rain jacket must be black in color, constructed of waterproof material with a zipper front and 
storm flap. Jacket must have two (2) pockets and have additional weather/temperature control 
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features. 
 
It must also have black nylon taffeta lining with an attached drawstring hood. Jacket shall have 
METRO POLICE in 2 lines on back using 3" heat pressed letters applied by vendor. 
 
Sizes: Men's S-4XL, Women's S-4XL 
 
H. Bike Helmet 
 
Helmet shall be a PVC shell helmet with polyurethane foam liner and adjustable chin strap. 
Helmet shall meet or exceed CPSC and CE helmet safety standards and SNELL certified. Vendor 
shall place POLICE in lettering along the sides. 
 
I. Bike Glasses 
 
Glasses shall meet ANSI Z87.1 standard and shall have tinted lenses. 
 
 

6. RECRUITS and DIVISION EQUIPMENT 
 
NOTE: All items in this section are distributed to recruits during the academy. However, many 
items are also purchased by other divisions/units in LMPD for re-stocking supplies; therefore, 
each item must be priced individually on the bid sheets as well as providing an overall price for 
those items designated. 
 
A. Embroidered Gear Bag 
 
Gear bag must have dimensions of 12"H x 18-1/2” W x 7-1/2"D or equivalent size and be 
constructed of 900 denier polyester (or equivalent product*). Bag must have wide main 
compartment with large dual zippers, padded shoulder strap, front and end zipper pockets and 
waterproof bottom. 
B. Transport Spit Hood 
 
Hood must be constructed of layered bacteria filtering surgical masks with 5 hoods per pack. 
 
C. Inert MK3 Pepper Spray, Stream I Def Tech (no substitutes) 
 
2.0 oz volume inert canister spray. 
 
D. Live MK4 Pepper Spray, Stream/ Def Tech (no substitutes) 
 
First Defense MK-4, 2% (part number 5049) Live pepper spray, 3 oz. 
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E. Live MK3 Pepper Spray, Stream/ Def Tech (no substitutes) 
 
First Defense MK-3, 2%, Live pepper spray, 1.47 oz. 
 
F. Training Knife 
 
ASP Red Gun or equivalent product* 
 
Knife must be constructed of molded urethane and design must be shaped, sized and detailed 
based on the real product. 
 
G. Training Gun Glock 17/19/22/34/35 model 
 
ASP Red Gun or equivalent product* 
 
Gun must be constructed of molded urethane and design must be shaped, sized and detailed based 
on the real product. 
 
H. Training Gun M4 model 
 
ASP Red Gun or equivalent product* 
 
Gun must be constructed of molded urethane and design must be shaped, sized and detailed on 
the real product. 
 
I. Binoculars 
 
Binoculars must be 10 x 50 mm. 
 
J. Training Gun Remington 870 model 
 
ASP Red Gun or equivalent product* 
 
Gun must be constructed of molded urethane and design must be shaped, sized and detailed based 
on the real product. 
 
K. Traffic Wand Flashlight Attachment (Compatible with Streamlight Stinger LED) 
 
Flashlight wand attachment must fit on above flashlight and be red/orange in color. 
L. Safety Traffic Vest for Sworn Police 
 
Must meet ANSI/ISEA standards for safety, Hi-Visibility yellow or lime green and must be generally 
consistent with currently issued LMPD Traffic Vests. 
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This vest must have, 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material #8725 with Vis-Stop™ Ripstop (*or 
equivalent product) sewn on front, back, and sides (1" on sides and 2" on the front and 
back) and a breathable mesh. 
 

The vest will have a zipper front, full cut with adjustable features on the sides, multi-point 
breakaway feature, and epaulet on each shoulder, "POLICE " ( approximately 12"w x 1 ½"h) on 
the back and "POLICE" on the front (approximately 4 ¼" w x 1 ½" h). 
 
M. Police Line Tape (durable yellow and black do not cross type of tape rolls) - vendor must 
specify the yardage in each roll/unit per price. 
 

N. ASP Tri-Fold Restraints; 6 pack in black - comes in packs of 100+. No Substitutes. 

 

7. TRAFFIC/CROSSING GUARDS 
 
A. Traffic Shirt Long Sleeve (Men's and Women's) Medium Blue 
 
Traffic shirt must be 100% finished polyester with Visa System (or equivalent product*), 7.0 to 7.5 
oz per linear yard, Royal blue in color. It should be a full cut tapered fit and have a long shirt tail for 
tucking in. 
 
The shirt must have top center placket front with non-functional buttons which conceals a durable 
zipper. 
 
There will be two pleated breast pockets with scalloped flaps and secure closures. It will also have 
five (5) permanent creases. 
 
The collar will have a functioning button, stays, and reinforcement for durability. 
There will be two (2) shoulder epaulets, and the long sleeves will have a banded or barrel cuff with 
button closures and interlining. 
 
Shirt shall have LMPD Traffic patches applied by vendor. 
 
Men's sizes: 14-21 neck sizes with 32-37 sleeve length 
Women's sizes: 28-48 bust size in medium & long sleeve 
length 
 
B. Traffic Shirt Short Sleeve (Men's and Women's) Medium Blue 
 
This shirt will be the same as the long sleeve Traffic Shirt, with those exceptions affiliated with 
short sleeve versions. 
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Men's sizes: 14-21 
Women's sizes: 28-48 
 
C. Traffic Trouser (Men's and Women's) Dark Navy Blue 
 
Traffic trouser must be 100% polyester with Visa System finish (or equivalent product*), 12.0 to 
13.0 oz. per linear yard with gabardine weave, Navy in color. 
 
Trouser must be plain front with two (2) quarter top front pockets and two (2) hip pockets with no 
visible topstitching. 
 
The closure on the trousers will consist of a brass ratcheting zipper and an additional closure 
affixed to the waistband. 
 
The waistband on the trousers will consist of a 2.0" - 2.5" interior non-slip banding to ensure a 
tailored look when the shirt is tucked in. The band must be sewn in and not visible when the 
pants are worn. 
Each trouser will have durable belt loops, compatible for daily wear with duty 
belts. Men's sizes: 28-54 
Women's sizes: 4-24 
 
D. Traffic Sweater 
 

Sweater must be black in color, made of 70% acrylic and 30% wool with V-neck commando 
ribbed military style. Sweater must have turn back cuffs and color matched fabric on shoulder 
and elbow patches along with badge tab and shoulder epaulets. Sweater will have shoulder 
patches, badge emblem and name strip applied by vendor. 
 
Sizes: SM - 4XL. 
 
E. Traffic Black Parka 
 
5.11, Three-in-one Parka or equivalent product*, black in color 
 
Parka must be a heavy weight jacket with parka length outer shell and liner. Liner must be 
removable and can be separated or combined with the outer jacket. Liner should also be 
reversible allowing for wearable options. The outer shell must consist of lightweight nylon with 
Thinsulate* (* or equivalent materials) insulation. The parka must have added features for 
mobility, comfort, and temperature control. 
 
The parka must have a full zipper front with double storm flap, flexible cuffs and stow-away hood. 
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Both shell and liner of parka will have LMPD Traffic shoulder patches, badge emblem and 
nametape applied by vendor. 
 
Stock sizes required: S-3XL 
 
F. Traffic High Visibility Parka/Rain Jacket 
 
This parka must meet ANSI Class 3 requirements and feature 3M Scotchlite reflective tape. It will be 
fluorescent yellow/lime green and have a removable liner. It will have additional features making 
this a parka/jacket system and not merely one or the other. It must have a 100% water resistant 
shell. 
 
It will have a hood and front closure with a storm flap that securely closes. The zipper front must 
extend through the collar. 
 
The vendor will apply "TRAFFIC" in 3" reflective silver letters on back of parka. LMPD Traffic 
shoulder patches, breast badge and nametape on jacket liner will also be sewn on by the 
vendor. 
 
Sizes: M-4XL 

 
G. Traffic Cargo Pocket Pants - Dark Navy 
 
Cargo pants must be dark navy in color and be made of 65% polyester and 35% cotton twill blend, 
7-8· ounce/square yard. It will have added features to ensure durability, mobility, and comfort 
compatible with Traffic duties. 
 
Pants must be made with a plain front design having top front quarter pockets, two (2) back 
pockets and two (2) double entry cargo pockets on each leg out seam. It should have permanent 
creases. 
 
A 6" strip of 3M reflective tape will be sewn on the top edge of the pockets for high visibility. 
 
The waistband will be made with flexible features for added comfort. It must have ¾" lined belt 
loops compatible with a duty belt. 
 
Sizes: 28-54 in Men's & 4-24 in Women's 
 
H. Traffic Cargo Pocket Shorts (Men's and Women's) Dark Navy 

The shorts will be generally the same as the Traffic Cargo pants with those exceptions required 
for shorts. 
 
Sizes: 28-54 in Men's & 4-24 in Women's 
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I. Traffic Polo Shirt (Men's and Women's) Cobalt Blue - bidding shall include both long and 
short sleeve versions. 
 
Polo shirt fabric must be polyester, cotton, or a poly/cotton blend. The fabric must have no 
pilling features and be easily maintained (wrinkle-free). The shirt must have a hemmed bottom 
with side vents and a 3-button placket. 
 
Shirts must be embroidered with Traffic logo, Traffic Badge and employee's name. LMPD Traffic 
patches applied by the vendor. 
 
Sizes SM-4XL 
 
J. Traffic Reversible Rain Pants 
 
The pants must be breathable, weatherproof, and made of a durable fabric, fluorescent 
yellow/lime green with 3 M Scotchlite Reflective stripes, which reverses to black. The waist will be 
elastic with added features for size adjustment and a secure fit. 
 
Sizes: S-3XL 
 
K. Traffic Embroidered Ball cap 
 
Ball cap must be dark navy in color, low profile style, adjustable back strap, made of 65% polyester, 
35% cotton fabric blend with 5 panel design. Cap is to be embroidered with the LMPD Traffic Logo 
on the front and the word "Traffic" on the back above the strap in silver letters. 
 
L. Traffic Reflective Gloves 
 
Traffic Gloves must be high visibility in color (fluorescent yellow/lime green) with reflective stripes 
on the palm. 
 
Sizes: S-2XL 
 
N. Traffic Vest 
 
Zip-N-Rip (or equivalent product*) style vest in fluorescent yellow/lime green and must be 
ANSI/ISEA standards for safety with reflective stripes on front and back that are reinforced 
against fading, peeling or detachment from normal usage, Velcro breakaway shoulders and sides 
with a zippered front, and must be longer style. 
Sizes M-XL and 2X-4X 
 
0. Traffic Necktie 
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Clip on Tie black in color 100% polyester or poly/cotton blend, 3" wide with 
permanent knots. Available in 18" or 20" sizes. 
 
P. Traffic LED Baton 
 

Baton has six red LED lights with a red reflector that operates on two flash patterns and a steady 
burn option. Baton length measures 21" with an attached wrist lanyard. The LED baton operates on 
2 C batteries. 
 
Q. Traffic Whistle and Lanyard 
 
Silver whistle and matching lanyard chain with epaulet attachment. 
 
8.   CANINE UNIT 
 
a. Canine Duty Jacket 
 
Jacket by 5.11, Parka with zip out liner #48001, Black in color, or equivalent product* 
 
This is a two-layer waterproof/breathable fabric with nylon face and the shell has multiple 
pockets including Back-up Belt System™ (or equivalent product*) chest pockets, removable liner, 
sew-on badge holder, length conceals duty belt, stow-away hood, side zippers and adjustable 
cuffs. 
 
Sizes: S - 3XL 
 
b. Canine Long Sleeve or Short Sleeve Tactical Duty Shirt. With subdue patches. 
 
c. Canine Tactical Duty Uniform Pants 
 
Propper Tactical Pant #F524350 (Men's) and #F524950 (Women's) / NAVY - Lightweight 
 
Class B trousers pants, only black in color, 65% polyester, 35% cotton Ripstop fabric with Teflon 
protectant, large belt loops designed for nylon duty belts, action-stretch waistband, reinforced 
seat and knees, zipper fly with sturdy snap closure, nine pocket design 
 
Men's and women's sizes equivalent to those specified for Class A. 
 
d. Canine StormTech Rain Jacket, or equivalent product* 
Rain jacket must be durable, black in color and waterproof. It must have double entry pockets with 
added features for police duties. It will have a black nylon lining designed for added warmth and 
comfort. 
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The shoulder patches, collar emblems, badge patch and name strip shall be applied by 
vendor. Sizes: S-3X 
 

e. Canine StormTech Rain Pants, or equivalent product* 
 
Pants must be black in color, constructed of a durable fabric, and waterproof. They will have 
take-up ankle snaps with black nylon lining and added features for comfort, mobility and 
temperature control. 
 
Sizes: S- 3X 
 
f. Canine Polo 
 
Cornerstone or equivalent product 
100% polyester fabric/ Moisture resistant (DRYWICK) with subdue patches on each sleeve, fabric LMPD 
badge on left breast and Officers name on right breast all subdued. On back of shirt in subdue reflective 
lettering that reads Louisville Metro K-9 with Louisville Metro first line on back of shirt, K-9 second line 
back of shirt and Police 3rd line on back of shirt. 
 

9. RIVER UNIT 
 
a. River Patrol Jacket 
TRU-SPEC #2003 H20 Gen 2 ECWCS Parka in Black, no substitutes 

Parka constructed from windproof, waterproof breathable 3-layer nylon material and Dintex 
lining. Rollable hood stored in collar, drawstring waist with cord lock, adjustable sleeve cuffs, 
reinforced elbows and shoulder pockets for patch application. The parka has a double storm flap 
with a two-way non-- freezing zipper. 
 
Stock sizes: S-3XL Regular, M-2XL 
Long Sizes: S - 3XL 
 
b. River Patrol Trousers 
TRU-SPEC #3167 H20 Gen 2ECWCS Trouser in Black, no substitutes 

Trousers constructed from windproof, waterproof, breathable 3- layer nylon material Dintex 
lining. Zippered fly and leg openings with hook and loop adjustments. The trouser features 
two pass-through pockets with drawstring waist and cord lock. 
 
Stock sizes: S-3XL Regular, M-2XL Long 
10. AIR UNIT 
 
a. Air Unit Uniform Shirt 
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TRU-SPEC #1682 X-Fire TRU Shirt in Sage No substitutes 

Shirts must be made from blended 80/20 cotton Nomex INTERLOCK Fire Resistant Material to 
provide protection from flames, heat and flash fires. The shirt shall have slanted chest pockets, 
zippered front, with hook-and-loop closure. The shirt has a mandarin collar and hook-and-loop 
shoulder pockets for patches. 
 
Stock sizes required S-3XL Regular & Long 
 
b. Air Unit Uniform Pants 

TRU-SPEC #1672 X-Fire TRU Pant in Sage No substitutes 

Pants must be made from blended 80/20 cotton Nomex INTERLOCK Fire Resistant Material to 
provide protection from flames, heat and flash fires. The pant shall have two slanted cargo 
pockets, bellowed lower pocket with hook & loop closure on both legs. Reinforced external knee 
pockets for knee pad inserts with hook & loop openings. 

Stock sizes required S-3XL Regular & Long 
 

c. BLACKHAWK #8001LG Hellstorm Aviator Flight Glove No substitutes 

11. BOMB SQUAD 
 
A. Bomb Squad Call Out Shirt 
TRU-SPEC Poly/Cotton ¼ Zip Tactical Response Combat Shirt 
 
The shirt must have a Velcro backed Bomb Squad patch located on the left and right shoulder. A 
subdues LMPD badge will be on the left breast pocket region. These must be applied by the vendor and 
per the manufacturer guideline. 
 
Color-Olive Green 
 
B. Bomb Squad call out Pants 
TRU SPEC Nylon/ Cotton Ripstop TRU Xtreme Uniform pants 
 
Color-Olive Drab 
 
C. Bomb Squad Jacket 
 
Series Short LE Softshell Jacket 
 
The vendor shall apply the LMPD Bomb Squad logo on the left chest/pocket region with the words 
‘Louisville Metro Police” above the logo and Bomb Squad” below the logo. 

Color- Black 
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D. Bomb Squad Short Sleeve Polo 
 
5.11 Tactical Series, Cool Cotton Men's Short Sleeve Polo, or equivalent product* 
 
The shirt will be 100% cotton polo with a three-button placket and no curl collar, black in 
color. The LMPD Bomb Squad logo will be on the left chest pocket area with the words 
Louisville Metro Police above the logo, and Bomb Squad below the logo, to be applied by 
vendor. 
 
E. Bomb Squad Protective Boots 
 
Under Armour 8" Waterproof Gore-Tex Duty Boot, black in color, or equivalent product* 
 
F. Bomb Squad Belt 
 
Blackhawk COB/Emergency Rescue Rigger Belt Black (NO SUBSTITUTE) 
 
G. Bomb Squad Multi-Tool 
 
Gerber Multi-Lock Tool with Needle nose Multi-Pliers, Woodsman, with lanyard ring and holder 
in black (NO SUBSTITUTES) 
 

H. Bomb Squad Protective Eye Wear 
 
ANSI Ballistic standard and UV protection or equivalent 

I. Bomb Squad Protective Ear Wear 
 
Peltor ComTac III Hearing Defender Electronic Armuffs (NRR 20) or equivalent 
 

12. SWAT 
A. SWAT SHIRT 

• Condor Poly/ Cotton ¼ Zip Long Sleeve Combat Shirt 

Velcro left and right shoulder with LMPD SWAT Patch 

Color-Ranger Green Or equivalent 

• Badger Sport Shirt 

Long sleeve and short sleeve 

Printed SWAT eagle patch on left chest, LMPD SWAT patch on left and right shoulder, “METRO SWAT” 
on back. 

Black shirt with Grey lettering 
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Sizes: S-3XL Regular & Long 
 
B. SWAT PANT 
 
TRU-SPEC Expedition Nylon/ cotton Ripstop TRU Xtreme Uniform Pants 
Color-Ranger Green or Equivalent 
 
C. Jacket 
Series Short LE Softshell Jacket 

Velcro left and right shoulder with LMPD SWAT Patch 
Color-Black or Equivalent 
 
D. Rain Gear 
Outdoor research Helium II Jacket 

Outdoor Research Helium Rain Pants 

Green or Equivalent 

E. Cold Weather Gear 
Under Armor Coldgear 4.0 Base Crew Long Sleeved shirt 
Under Armor Coldgear 3.0 Base Leggings 
Black Or Equivalent 
 
F. Eye Protection 
ESS Crossbow One 
ANSI Ballistic standard and UV protection 
Clear lens or Equivalent 
 
G. Gloves 
Pig Full Dexterity Tactical (FDT) Alpha gloves 
Green or Black or Equivalent 
 
The gloves must heavy duty, flame and flash protective with reinforced fingertips and protection from 
abrasion caused by weapon slides. 

Sizes: S - 2XL 

H. Inner/Outer Belt 
Ronin Tactical Task Force Belt 
Ranger Green 

I. Shoes 
Merrell MOAB 2 Mid Ventilator Boots 
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Coyote Brown or Black 
 
J. Holster 
Safariland 7TS ALS Military Kit 
Coyote Brown 
Equivalent must be Safariland ALS with ability to accept weapon with below listed weapon mounted 
light 
 
K. Weapon Light  

Streamlight TLR-1 HD (No Substitutions) 

L. Streamlight #69134 Remote Pressure Switch with Cord for TLR-1. No substitutes. 
 
M. Streamlight #69130 Remote Door Assembly for TLR-1. No substitutes. 
 
N. TRU-SPEC #3288 H2O PROOF ECWCS Boonie Hat in Olive Drab. 
In sizes from 7-7 ¾ adjustable. 

 
P. Atlanco #9004 Duct Tape in Black, Olive Drab and Tan or equivalent product. * 
 
Q. Atlanco #5053 Paracord in Black, Olive Drab and Tan or equivalent product. * 
 
strand 550 lb. cord. 
 
North American Rescue #80-0202 Tactical Rapid Deployment Kit in Olive Drab or 
equivalent product. * 
 
7 ¾ "H x 13" W x 9"0 Pack to include all medical supplies in kit #80-0202 
 
R. Voodoo Shemagh in Tan/Brown, Mocha/Black, Green/Black, Sand/Tan, and 
Foilage/Black, or equivalent product*. 
 
S. Voodoo Tactical 20-8916 Breachers Shotgun Scabbard in Olive Drab or equivalent product*. 
 
T. Voodoo Molle Shotgun Scabbard fits 18-inch Remington 870 in Olive Drab or equivalent 
product*. 
 
U. Spec I OPS Helmet for Rope Operations in Flat Black, or equivalent product. * 
Injection molded ABS in a hard-plastic shell. EPS inner foam shell with removable cloth liner 
padding. Includes 3 pad kit to fit sizes small, medium, and large. Riveted and fully adjustable 
retention system for maximum strength. Meets ASTM F 1447, ANSI Z90-4, CPSC, CE bicycle 
helmet standards 
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V. Cyalume Chemlights 10 pack 12-hour duration in Green or equivalent product. * 
 
W. IR Chemical Light Sticks 10 pack 6" 10-hour duration or equivalent product. * 
 

X. ITT Night enforcer NEPVS Monocular First Responder Kit No substitutes. 
Gen 3 Pinnacle image-intensifier tube monocular-head mount assembly, brow pad, helmeUhead 
adapter, eye cup and shoulder strap included in kit. 
 

13. SRT 
 
a. SRT Pants 
 
TRU-SPEC #1341 - Tactical Response Uniform (TRU) Pants - Navy B. 
 
b. SRT Shirts 
 
TRU-SPEC #2567 - Tactical Response Uniform (TRU) 1/4 Zip Combat Shirt - Navy C. 
 
c. Gloves- 
 
Blackhawk #814 Hellstorm Fury Commando Gloves or equivalent product - Black 
 

1. Service Requirements for the LMPD Training Academy 
 

The vendor will be given the date of orientation when the Basic Training Division Commander 
receives the information. The Training Division will be responsible for giving the vendor a 
complete list of needed items for orientation and for every step of the process outlined 
herein. Upon receiving the date and time the vendor will be present to conduct sizing for all 
recruits. The vendor will have a display table set up with departmentally approved equipment 
such as holsters, jackets, shoes / boots etc. The vendor is required to supply size runs of all 
uniformed items for recruits at orientation. The recruits must try on uniforms at orientation 
for proper fitting. 
 
A. Orientation/Initial Sizing 

 
Initial sizing for Training Academy Uniforms (Class B Uniform) and Class A Uniform items: 
Approximately 3- 5 hours. 

 
B. Training Academy Uniform Delivery 

 
Sometime during the first 2 - 3 weeks of each recruit class: Approximately 1.5 - 2 hours. 
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C. Class A Uniform Delivery 
 

Approximately 4 - 6 weeks before each recruit class graduation: Approximately 2 hours 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Required Submittals 

• Product Specifications 
• Contact information of similar size uniform customers. Include address, phone number 

and email addresses.  
• Detailed Explanation of Order to Delivery Process, including timeframe 
• Bid Table  
• MSRP discount percentage on items not listed 
• Any additional fees  
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SECTION 3 
 

EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 

3.1 Evaluation Process 
 
After receipt of proposals the Metro Government shall evaluate all responses based on the criteria below. 
During that evaluation, the Metro Government shall rank all responses, again based on the criteria 
described below. Once the RFP Responses are ranked, the Metro Government shall determine in writing 
which responses are reasonably susceptible of being awarded the work. The Metro Government shall 
thereafter conduct negotiations with each of those “reasonably susceptible” Proposers, unless the Metro 
Government concludes that an award may be made without negotiations, as allowed by KRS 45A.370 (3). 
 
The Metro Government will conduct a multi-stage process for selecting proposals that are determined 
to be reasonably susceptible to award.   

Pre-Stage 
There are two affirmative action requirements which apply to Metro Government contracts: a) 
Affirmative Action in Employment and b) Affirmative Action in the subcontracting of Minority, Female 
and Handicapped-owned businesses. The Louisville Human Relations Commission (HRC) is responsible 
for compliance of these requirements.  Failure to submit the HRC “Good Faith Effort” requirements 
identified in this RFP document will cause the proposal to be deemed non-responsive.   

Stage 1  
The RFP evaluation committee shall score all proposals based upon the evaluation criteria detailed 
herein as well as any preferences authorized in Louisville Metro County Ordinance identified in this RFP.   
Upon completion of the scoring, the committee shall recommend short-listing the proposals that are 
reasonably susceptible of being awarded. 

Stage 2 
Vendors whose proposals have been identified as reasonably susceptible to award may be invited to 
discuss their proposal with the RFP evaluation committee. The date, time and location of the meetings 
will be negotiated.     

The committee may carry out contract negotiations for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers, 
terms, and conduct detailed reference checks on the short listed vendors. The Metro Government 
reserves the right to contact respondents with requests for clarification. 
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Award 
There exists the possibility that an award may be made on the basis of initial offers if it can be clearly 
demonstrated and documented from the existence of adequate competition or accurate prior cost 
experience that acceptance of an initial offer without discussion (Stage 2) would result in fair and 
reasonable prices (KRS 45A.370(3)(c)). 
 
Award will be made to the responsible offeror whose proposal is determined in writing to be the most 
advantageous to Louisville Metro Government based upon the evaluation factors set forth in this RFP. 
 
 
3.2 Evaluation Criteria 
 The Proposals received pursuant to this Request for Proposals will be evaluated on the following 

selection criteria: 
 

Stage 1 
Price      30 points 
Order to Delivery Process   10 points 
References    10 points 
 
Stage 2 
Quality      50 points 
 
 
TOTAL 100 POINTS 
 
3.3 Proposals will be reviewed by a committee consisting of representatives from:  
 
• Louisville Metro Police Department 
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SECTION 4 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

4.1 Proposal Acceptance 
 
Metro Government may award Proposals in its best interest, reject proposals or any part of them, award 
contracts in whole or part, waive what it concludes in its discretion are minor problems with proposals, 
including but not limited to formalities or technicalities.  The Metro Government may consider any 
alternative proposals which meet its needs. 

 
4.2 Payment Terms:  Net 30 days.  

 
4.3 Pricing 

 
4.3.1 Proposal prices shall be firm for at least six (6) months after the Proposal closing date.   
4.3.2 Project-Specific Contracts: Pricing for specific Metro Government projects shall not 

change for the duration of the contract.   
4.3.3 Non-Project Specific Contracts, Including Price Contracts: 

4.3.3.1 For non-project-specific contracts, including Price Contracts, Proposer agrees that 
prices shall not change for the first year of that contract.  

4.3.3.2 If a contract is renewed, all price increase requests after the first year must be 
submitted in writing to the Purchasing Division, 611 West Jefferson Street, Mezzanine 
Level, Louisville, KY 40202. Upon notification by the vendor of documented market 
increases, Proposer agrees that the Metro Government may either accept the price 
change or terminate the contract. Increases shall not be effective until the Metro 
Government’s approval of them is received by the Proposer in writing. 

4.3.4 Prices quoted shall be exclusive of the State and Federal Excise Tax, since the Metro 
Government is exempt from them.  

4.3.5 Time discounts or cash discounts shall not be considered in Proposal evaluation.  
4.3.6 Prices for any Proposal item shall not be contingent upon the purchase of any other 

Proposal item.  
4.3.7 If `approximate yearly usage' is supplied, it is only to aid vendors in preparation of 

Proposals and under no circumstances binds the Metro Government to purchase those 
amounts.  

4.3.8 Proposer should show unit prices and extended prices (unit prices multiplied by the 
number of units proposed to be purchased). 

  
4.4 Special Conditions for Price Contracts: 

 
4.4.1 A “Price Contract” is an agreement for the purchase of goods and possibly services which 

the Metro Government may utilize to fill its needs throughout the term of the contract. It 
is not a contract for a specific project, though purchases may be made for particular 
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projects as the need arises. A Price Contract does not obligate the Metro Government to 
purchase any amount of the Proposal goods or services. 

4.4.2 The Metro Government may renew contracts for a period of one (1) year and from year 
to year thereafter, upon the same terms and conditions as the original contract, if such 
renewal or extension is agreed to by the contractor. Total contract period cannot 
exceed five (5) years. Written notice of Metro Government's intention to renew will be 
sent prior to the expiration date. 
 

4.4.3 Any government entity in Kentucky shall have the option of making purchases under a 
Price Contract executed under this Proposal. 

4.4.4 If a price contract is awarded hereunder, the Proposer agrees the Metro Government 
may nonetheless issue a separate Proposal for the products or services which are the 
subject of this Proposal.  

 
4.5  Special Conditions Applicable to Contracts for the Purchase of Goods (including Price Contracts, if 

those contracts are for the purchase of goods) 
 

4.5.1 Proposer must submit all factory literature and supporting documentation with each 
submitted copy of its RFP. 

4.5.2 Proposer shall provide prices for goods as FOB Delivered.  Metro shall not pay for 
shipping, handling or any other associated charges for shipping.  

4.5.3 All goods purchased are subject to inspection at the point of delivery by the Metro 
Government.  

4.5.4 Proposer agrees to pay all costs for the return of rejected goods.   
 

4.6 Worker Safety 
 

The Proposer agrees to comply with all statutes, rules, and regulations governing safe and healthful 
working conditions, including the Occupational Health and Safety Act of 1970, 29 U.S.C. 650 et.seq., as 
amended, and KRS Chapter 338.  The Proposer will provide training documentation for all standards 
applicable to the job.  Necessary trainings would include, but are not limited to, remediation, abatement, 
powered industrial truck equipment brought on site by bidder, SDS for all chemicals brought to site by 
bidder, confined space, fall protection, or any other trainings required by an afore mentioned standard 
under the scope of work being proposed.  The Proposer agrees to provide, for all their employees working 
on properties where Metro employees reside, documentation of current (annual) asbestos awareness 
training, per OSHA’s 1926.1101(k)(9)(vi) regulation. The Proposer also agrees to notify the Metro 
Government in writing immediately upon detection of any unsafe and/or unhealthful working conditions 
on Metro Government property. Proposer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold the Metro Government 
harmless from all penalties, fines or other expenses arising out of the alleged violation of said laws. 

 
4.7 Records Retention 

 
Proposer shall maintain during the course of the work, and retain not less than five years from the date 
of final payment on the contract, complete and accurate records of all of Proposer’s costs which are 
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chargeable to the Metro Government under this Agreement; and the Metro Government shall have the 
right, at any reasonable time, to inspect and audit those records by authorized representatives of its own 
or of any public accounting firm selected by it.  The records to be thus maintained and retained by 
Proposer shall include (without limitation): (a) payroll records accounting for total time distribution of 
Proposer’s employees working full or part time on the work (to permit tracing to payrolls and related tax 
returns), as well as canceled payroll checks, or signed receipts for payroll payments in cash; (b) invoices 
for purchases receiving and issuing documents, and all the other unit inventory records for Proposer’s 
stores stock or capital items; and (c) paid invoices and canceled checks for materials purchased and for 
subcontractors’ and any other third parties’ charges. 

 
4.8 Multiple Awards 

 
As allowed by the Metro Government Finance Manual (Purchasing Policies, Section III, A, 3), multiple 
contracts may be issued and those contracts, if any, shall be ranked as primary, secondary, etc. A 
secondary or lower ranking contract may be used if the primary contractor is unable to perform. However, 
the primary contractor shall be given the first opportunity to provide the services required. Contracts shall 
be utilized in the order stated in the award. 
 
4.9 Protest Policy 

 
Bidders/Proposers who wish to protest must do so in writing.  The subject of the protest shall be limited 
to fraud, corruption, or illegal acts undermining the objectivity and integrity of the procurement 
process. 

The protest must be received in accordance with the timing and documentation requirements for the 
type of protest.  A protest regarding solicitation must be received no later than five (5) days before the 
due date for submittals.  Any protest regarding the intent to award of the contract must be received no 
later than three (3) days after posted intent to award.  

The protest must include:  name, address, telephone, and e-mail address of the protesting party and the 
person representing them; a complete statement of the legal grounds for the protest specifically 
identifying law, rule, regulation or procedure alleged to have been violated; relevant support 
documentation; a statement regarding the course of action the protesting party desires. 

Written protests should be submitted either by mail or hand delivered between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
to the Office of Management & Budget; Department of Purchasing; 611 W. Jefferson Street; Louisville, 
KY 40202; OR, by email to:  Purchasing@louisvilleky.gov 

If the protest does not meet the time or content requirements it will not be considered. 

For more information on this policy visit:  www.louisvilleky.gov/purchasing. 
 

4.10 Open Records 
All materials submitted in response to the solicitation document will become the property of the Metro 
Government. One copy of a submitted Proposal will be retained for official files and will become public 
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record. In general, under the Kentucky Open Records Act (Kentucky Revised Statutes, sections 61.870 – 
61.884), public records of the Metro Government are subject to disclosure to a requesting party. Any 
material that a vendor considers as confidential but does not meet the disclosure exemption requirements 
of the Open Records Act (“ORA”), should not be included in the vendor’s Proposal, as it may be made 
available to the public. If a vendor’s Proposal contains materials noted or marked as confidential and/or 
proprietary that, in Metro’s sole opinion, meet the disclosure exemption requirements of the ORA, then 
that information will not be disclosed in response to a written request for public documents. If Metro 
does not consider such material to be exempt from disclosure under the ORA, the material may be made 
available to the public, regardless of the notation or marking. If a vendor is unsure if its confidential and/or 
proprietary material meets the disclosure exemption requirements of the ORA, then it should not include 
such information in its Proposal because such information may be disclosed to the public. 

 
4.11 Bribery Clause  

By his/her signature on the Proposal, Proposer certifies that none of its employees, any affiliate or 
Subcontractor, have bribed or attempted to bribe an officer or employee of the Metro Government.     
 
 4.12 Entire Agreement 

A contract executed under this Proposal shall include this RFP and the Proposer’s response thereto 
(“Response”) and that contract shall constitute the entire agreement and understanding of the parties 
with respect to the subject matter set forth herein and that contract supersedes any and all prior and 
contemporaneous oral or written agreements or understandings between the parties relative thereto.  
No representation, promise, inducement, or statement of intention has been made by the parties which 
will not be embodied in that contract.  The contract cannot be amended, modified, or supplemented in 
any respect except by a subsequent written agreement duly executed by all of the parties hereto.  
 
4.13 Termination for Cause  
 

4.13.1 Metro Government may terminate a contract because a contractor fails to perform its 
contractual duties. 

4.13.2 If a contractor is determined to be in default, Metro Government shall notify the 
contractor in writing and may either 1) terminate the contract immediately or 2) set a 
date by which the contractor shall cure the identified deficiencies. Metro Government 
may proceed with termination if the contractor fails to cure the deficiencies within the 
specified time. 

4.13.3 A default in performance by a contractor for which a contract may be terminated shall 
include, but not be limited to: 

4.13.3.1 Failure to make delivery within the time specified or according to a delivery 
schedule fixed by the contract; 

4.13.3.2 Late payment or nonpayment of bills for labor, materials, supplies, or equipment 
furnished in connection with a contract for construction services as evidenced by 
mechanics' liens filed pursuant to the provisions of KRS Chapter 376, or letters of 
indebtedness received from creditors by the purchasing agency; 
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4.13.3.3 Failure to diligently advance the work under a contract for construction services; 
4.13.3.4 The filing of a bankruptcy petition by or against the contractor; or 
4.13.3.5 Actions that endanger the health, safety or welfare of Metro Government or its 

citizens.  
4.13.4 In the event that, during the terms of this Contract, funds are not appropriated for the 

payment of the Metro Government’s obligations hereunder, the Metro Government’s 
rights and obligations herein shall terminate on the last day for which an appropriation 
has been made. 

 
4.14 At Will Termination 

Notwithstanding the above provisions, the Metro Government may terminate this contract at will in 
accordance with the law upon providing thirty (30) days written notice of that intent. Payment for services 
or goods received prior to termination shall be made by the Metro Government provided those goods or 
services were provided in a manner acceptable to the Metro Government. Payment for those goods and 
services shall not be unreasonably withheld.  
 
4.15 Force Majeure 
 
Neither Proposer nor the Metro Government shall be liable in damages or have the right to terminate a 
contract executed hereunder for any delay or default in performing that contract if such delay or default 
is caused by conditions beyond either party’s control including, but not limited to Acts of God, 
Government restrictions (including the denial or cancellation of any export or other necessary license), 
wars, insurrections and/or any other cause beyond the reasonable control of the party whose 
performance is affected. 
 
4.16 Assignment of Contract 
 
The Proposer shall not assign or subcontract any portion of the Contract without the express written 
consent of Metro Government.  Any purported assignment or subcontract without the written consent of 
the Metro Government shall be void.  Proposer agrees that the Metro Government shall consent to any 
request for assignment or subcontract in its sole discretion. If ownership of Proposer changes, Proposer 
or its successor firm shall notify Metro Purchasing in writing within 30 days of the Proposer’s receiving 
notice that its ownership is changing, including but not limited to purchase or other transfer.  
 
4.17 No Waiver 

No failure or delay by Metro Government in exercising any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder, 
nor any single or partial exercise thereof, nor the exercise of any other right, remedy, power or privilege 
shall operate as a waiver hereof or thereof.  No failure or delay by Metro Government in exercising any 
right, remedy, power or privilege under or in respect of this Contract shall affect the rights, remedies, 
powers or privileges of Metro Government hereunder or shall operate as a waiver thereof. 
 
4.18 Authority to do Business 
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The Proposer must be a duly organized and authorized to do business under the laws of Kentucky.  
Proposer must be in good standing with all government agencies and have full legal capacity to provide 
the services specified under this Contract.  The Proposer must have all necessary right and lawful authority 
to enter into this Contract for the full term hereof and that proper corporate or other action has been 
duly taken authorizing the Proposer to enter into this Contract.  The Proposer will provide Metro 
Government with a copy of a corporate resolution authorizing this action and a letter from an attorney 
confirming that the Proposer is authorized to do business in the State of Kentucky, if requested.   
 
4.19 Governing Law   

The Contract shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Kentucky. In 
the event of any proceedings regarding the Contract, the Parties agree that venue shall be the state courts 
of Kentucky or the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, Louisville Division. All parties 
expressly consent to personal jurisdiction and venue in such Court for the limited and sole purpose of 
proceedings relating to the Contract or any rights or obligations arising thereunder. Service of process 
may be accomplished by following the procedures prescribed by law. 
 
4.20 Ability to Meet Obligations 

Proposer affirms that there are no actions, suits or proceedings of any kind pending against Proposer or, 
to the knowledge of the Proposer, threatened against Proposer before or by any court, governmental 
body or agency or other tribunal or authority which would, if adversely determined, have a materially 
adverse effect on the authority or ability of Proposer to perform its obligations under this Contract, or 
which question the legality, validity or enforceability hereof or thereof. 

 
4.21 Per KRS 45A.455 Conflict of Interest 

1.  It shall be a breach of ethical standards for any employee with procurement authority to participate directly in any 
proceeding or application; request for ruling or other determination; claim or controversy; or other particular matter 
pertaining to any contract, or subcontract, and any solicitation or Proposal therefore, in which to his knowledge: 
a. He, or any member of his immediate family has a financial interest therein; or 
b. A business or organization in which he or any member of his immediate family has a financial interest as an officer, 

director, trustee, partner, or employee, is a party; or 
c. Any other person, business, or organization with whom he or any member of his immediate family is negotiating or 

has an arrangement concerning prospective employment is a party. Direct or indirect participation shall include but 
not be limited to involvement through decision, approval, disapproval, recommendation, preparation of any part 
of a purchase request, influencing the content of any specification or purchase standard, rendering of advice, 
investigation, auditing, or in any other advisory capacity. 

2.  It shall be a breach of ethical standards for any person to offer, give, or agree to give any employee or former employee, 
or for any employee or former employee to solicit, demand, accept, or agree to accept from another person, a gratuity 
or an offer of employment, in connection with any decision, approval, disapproval, recommendation, preparation of 
any part of a purchase request, influencing the content of any specification or purchase standard, rendering of advice, 
investigation, auditing, or in any other advisory capacity in any proceeding or application, request for ruling or other 
determination, claim or controversy, or other particular matter, pertaining to any contract or subcontract and any 
solicitation or Proposal  therefore.        

3.   It is a breach of ethical standards for any payment, gratuity, or offer of employment to be made by or on behalf of a 
subcontractor under a contract to the prime contractor or higher tier subcontractor or any person associated therewith, 
as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order.    
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4.  The prohibition against conflicts of interest and gratuities and kickbacks shall be conspicuously set forth in every local 
public agency written contract and solicitation therefor. 

5.   It shall be a breach of ethical standards for any public employee or former employee knowingly to use confidential 
information for his actual or anticipated personal gain, or the actual or anticipated personal gain of any other person. 

 
4.22 Violations of and Compliance with Kentucky Law 

Per KRS 45A.485, Contractor shall reveal any final determination of a violation by the Contractor or 
subcontractor within the previous five (5) year period pursuant to KRS Chapters 136, 139, 141, 337, 338, 
341 and 342 that apply to the Contractor or subcontractor. The Contractor shall be in continuous 
compliance with the provisions of KRS Chapters 136, 139, 141, 337, 338, 341 and 342 that apply to the 
Contractor or subcontractor for the duration of the contract. 

 
4.23 Suspension or Debarment  

Suspension or debarment of a vendor may occur as a result of a pattern of noncompliance or a single 
instance of flagrant noncompliance with the terms and conditions of LMG’s policies, procedures, 
program guidelines or agreement(s).  If suspended or debarred, the vendor shall be removed from any 
contracting opportunities and payments. 
 
Information on types of violations that warrant suspension or debarment and an appeal process for the 
vendor is available at www.louisvilleky.gov/purchasing. 
 
4.24 Discrimination 

The contractor agrees that in the performance of this agreement with the Metro Government, he/she will 
not discriminate against any workers because of race, creed, color, religion, national origin, handicap, sex, 
sexual orientation or gender identity and will comply with all applicable Federal, State or local laws and 
regulation prohibiting such discrimination. The aforesaid provision shall include, but not be limited to the 
following: Employment and upgrading, demolition or transfer, recruitment and recruitment advertising, 
lay-off or termination, rates of pay or other forms of compensation, selection for training including 
apprenticeship.  The contractor agrees to post thereafter in conspicuous places, available for employees 
and all applicants for employment, notices setting forth the provisions of the above non-discrimination 
clause. The contractor further agrees to insert the foregoing provision in all sub-contracts hereunder. 

 
4.25 Invoicing Requirements 

4.25.1 Proper Invoice 
For an invoice to be a proper invoice the requirements must be set as forth in the agreement 
or contract; however, in addition, no invoice submitted by Supplier/Contractor will be 
considered a proper invoice unless the invoice is an original invoice, delivered to the 
Louisville Metro Government in accordance with the purchase order, and containing the 
following additional information: 

4.25.1.1 Purchase Order or Release Number under which the purchase was made; 
4.25.1.2 Name of Louisville Metro Government Agency and Requestor initiating purchase; 
4.25.1.3 Invoice date; 
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4.25.1.4 Vendor Name, Address, and Contact Information, including remittance if different;  
4.25.1.5 Unique invoice number; 
4.25.1.6 Account number or other identifying number agreed to by contract (if applicable); 
4.25.1.7 Description of goods, services or property provided to the Louisville Metro 

Government; 
4.25.1.8 Date good, services, or property were provided to the Louisville Metro 

Government; 
4.25.1.9 The quantity, unit and total price of the goods, services, or property provided to 

Louisville Metro Government matching the contractual amounts including 
discount percentages, if applicable. 

4.25.1.10 No shipping costs or fuel surcharges unless specified in the solicitation; 
Louisville Metro Government is not subject to sales tax. 

4.25.1.11 Applicable discount payment terms. 
 

4.25.2 Invoice Submittal  
Louisville Metro Government accepts e-Invoices. The electronic submission of invoices 
expedites review and payment processing. Invoices are currently accepted in .PDF, .XLS, 
.XLSX, .DOC, .DOCX, and .TXT file formats. Please submit your invoice as an attachment 
in one of the above referenced format.  Only one invoice attached to each email.  Send 
to invoices.omb@louisvilleky.gov. 

If unable to send invoices electronically, mail to: Accounts Payable 
611 West Jefferson Street. 
Louisville, KY 40202  
All Statements of Account must be submitted by mail. 
 

4.25.3 Payment Remittance 
Payments will be made by check unless other methods are requested.  Other payment 
options include e-payable and P-card.  Contact Accounts Payable at 502-574-3402 or 
accountspayable@louisvilleky.gov for more information.   

mailto:invoices.omb@louisvilleky.gov
mailto:accountspayable@louisvilleky.gov
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SECTION 5 
 

HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT AND INDEMNIFICATION CLAUSE AND INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 

5.1 Hold Harmless and Indemnification Clause 
 
The Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless, and defend the Louisville/Jefferson County Metro 
Government, its elected and appointed officials, employees, agents and successors in interest from all 
claims, damages, losses and expenses including attorneys' fees, arising out of or resulting, directly or 
indirectly, from the Contractor's (or Contractor's Subcontractors, if any) performance or breach of the 
contract provided that such claim, damage, loss, or expense is: (1) attributable to personal injury, bodily 
injury, sickness, death, or to injury to or destruction of property, including the loss of use resulting 
therefrom, or breach of contract, and (2) not caused by the negligent act or omission or willful misconduct 
of the Louisville/Jefferson County Metro Government or its elected and appointed officials and employees 
acting within the scope of their employment.  This Hold Harmless and Indemnification Clause shall in no 
way be limited by any financial responsibility or insurance requirements and shall survive the termination 
of this Contract. 
 
 
5.2 Insurance Requirements 
A. Prior to commencing work, Contractor shall obtain at its own cost and expense the following types of 
insurance through insurance companies licensed in the State of Kentucky.  Insurance written by non-
admitted carriers will also be considered acceptable, in accordance with Kentucky Insurance Law (KRS 
304.10-040).  Workers' Compensation written through qualified group self-insurance programs in 
accordance with Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS 342.350) will also be acceptable.  The Contractor shall 
not commence work under this Contract until all insurance required under the Contract Document has 
been obtained and until copies of policies or certificates thereof are submitted to Metro Government 
and approved by the Metro Government’s Risk Management Division.  The Contractor shall not allow 
any subcontractor to commence work until the insurance required of such subcontractor has been 
obtained and copies of Certificates of Insurance retained by Contractor evidencing proof of coverages. 
 
Without limiting Contractor's indemnification requirements, it is agreed that Contractor shall maintain 
in force at all times during the performance of this agreement the following policy or policies of 
insurance covering its operations, and require subcontractors, if subcontracting is authorized, to procure 
and maintain these same policies until final acceptance of the work by the Metro Government.  Metro 
Government may require Contractor to supply proof of subcontractor’s insurance via Certificates of 
Insurance, or at Metro Government’s option, actual copies of policies.   
 
B. The following clause shall be added to the Contractor's (and approved subcontractors) Commercial 
General Liability Policies: 
 

1. "The Louisville/Jefferson County Metro Government, its elected and appointed officials, 
employees, agents and successors are added as an "Additional Insured" as respects 
operations of the Named Insured performed relative to the contract.” 
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C. The insurance to be procured and maintained and minimum Limits of Liability shall be as follows, 
unless different limits are specified by addendum to the contract (and such minimum limits shall not 
limit access to the full amount of insurance available (whether through primary, excess or umbrella 
policies) on the contractors or subcontractors policy(ies), if that/those  policy(ies) provide for Limits 
above the minimum): 
  

1. COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY:  via the Occurrence Form, primary and non-contributory, 
with a $1,000,000 Combined Single Limit for any one Occurrence and $2,000,000 aggregate 
for Bodily Injury, Personal Injury and Property Damage and Products/Completed Operations, 
including: 

 
   a. Premises - Operations Coverage 
   b. Products and Completed Operations 
   c. Contractual Liability 
   d. Broad Form Property Damage 
   e. Independent Contractors Protective Liability 
   f. Personal Injury 
   

2. WORKERS' COMPENSATION (if applicable): insuring the employers' obligations under 
Kentucky Revised Statutes Chapter 342 at Statutory Limits, and EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY - 
$100,000 Each Accident/$500,000 Disease - Policy Limit/$100,000 Disease - Each Employee.  

 
3. AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY:  insuring all Owned, Non-Owned and Hired Motor Vehicles.  The 

minimum coverage Liability Limit is $1,000,000 Combined Single Limit for any one accident.  
The Limit of Liability may be subject to increase according to any applicable State or Federal 
Transportation Regulations. 
 

D. ACCEPTABILITY OF INSURERS 
Insurance is to be placed with Insurance Companies with an A. M. Best Rating of no less than "A- VI", 
unless proper financial information relating to the Company is submitted to and approved by Metro 
Government’s Risk Management Division. 
 
E. MISCELLANEOUS 
 

1. The Contractor shall procure and maintain insurance policies and shall furnish Certificates of 
Insurance upon the execution of the Contract.  The Certificates shall include the name and 
address of the person executing the Certificate of Insurance as well as the person's 
signature.  If policies expire before the completion of the Contract, renewal Certificates of 
Insurance shall be furnished to Metro Government at least fifteen (15) days prior to the 
expiration of any policy(s). 

 
2. Upon execution of the contract, Certificates of Insurance as required above shall be 

furnished to: 
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Louisville/Jefferson County Metro Government 
Office of Management and Budget 

Procurement Department 
611 West Jefferson Street 
 Louisville, Kentucky 40202 

 
3. Upon Renewal of insurance coverage (s), Certificates of Insurance evidencing renewal shall 

be furnished to: 
 

Louisville/Jefferson County Metro Government 
Office of Management and Budget 

Risk Management Division 
611 West Jefferson Street 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202 

 
4. CANCELLATION OR MATERIAL CHANGE OF COVERAGE:  Contractor shall notify Metro 

Government’s Risk Management Division of any policy cancellation within two business days 
of its receipt of same.  Upon any material change (changes that reduce/restrict limit or 
terms and conditions to your insurance coverage) in coverage as required above, Contractor 
shall notify Metro Government’s Risk Management Division within two business days.  If 
Contractor fails to notify Metro Government as required by this Agreement, Contractor 
agrees that such failure shall be a breach of this Agreement.  Metro Government reserves 
the right to require the insurance policy(s) required above to be specifically endorsed to 
provide notice of cancellation and/or material change of coverage in accordance with policy 
provisions.  When requested by the Metro Government, a copy of the policy endorsement 
shall be provided to Metro Government’s Risk Management Division.   

 
5. Approval of the insurance by Metro Government shall not in any way relieve or decrease the 

liability of the Contractor hereunder. It is expressly understood that Metro Government 
does not in any way represent that the specified Limits of Liability or coverage or policy 
forms are sufficient or adequate to protect the interest or liabilities of the Contractor. 

 
 
All insurance requirements including performance and payment bonds shall be furnished the day a 
contract issued pursuant to this Proposal is awarded. 
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Section 6 

HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION 
GOOD FAITH EFFORT ("GFE") REQUIREMENTS 

 
 Participation by certified female owned, certified handicapped owned, or certified minority owned business entities 
or utilization by contractors of certified female, certified handicapped, or certified minority owned business as 
subcontractors, if the contract requires or warrants the use of subcontractors, is strongly encouraged and will be a 
consideration in determining the award of a contract. 

 
 All contractors are to utilize their best good faith efforts to utilize subcontractors, certified female owned, certified 
handicapped owned, and certified minority owned businesses if the procurement situation requires or warrants the use 
of subcontractors. Good faith efforts by contractors shall be made to reach the goals established by Metro Code of 
Ordinances § 37.67. 
 
 Under Metro Code of Ordinances §37.67, Louisville Metro Government has adopted the following minimum 
utilization goals for its annual procurement expenditures with certified minority owned, female owned and 
handicapped owned business enterprises ("MFHBEs"): 

• 15% for certified minority owned businesses 

• 5% for certified female owned businesses; and 

• 0.5% for certified handicapped owned businesses. 

Failure to meet such goals will not result in disqualification from participation in the particular procurement process. 
Contractors, however, will be expected to provide written explanations (See attached GFE Forms) to the Executive 
Director of the Human Relations Commission of efforts they have made to utilize as subcontractors from certified 
minority, female and handicapped owned businesses. 
 
Good faith efforts of a potential bidder include, but are not limited to the following: 

• Attendance at pre-bid meetings, if any, scheduled to inform MFHBEs of prime and subcontracting 
opportunities; 

• Advertisement in general circulation media, trade association publications, and minority and female business 
enterprise media to provide notice of subcontracting opportunities; 

• Communication with the Human Relations Commission Office seeking assistance and identifying available 
qualified MFHBEs; 

• Efforts made to select portions of work for MFHBE subcontracting in areas with established availability or 
MFHBE subcontractors; 

• Providing a minimum of ten days written notice to known qualified MFHBEs that their interest in prime and 
subcontracting opportunities or furnishing supplies is solicited; 

• Efforts to negotiate with qualified MFHBEs for specific sub-bids, including reasons for rejection of any such 
sub-bids offered. 

• Efforts made to assist qualified MFHBEs meet bonding, insurance, or other governmental contracting 
requirements. 

These requirements are contractual obligations and will be included in the construction contract. Failure to comply may 
result in a finding of breach of contract, possible disqualification of the Bidder to bid on future contracts, or a claim for 
damages. 
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SUBCONTRACTOR AND SELF-PERFORM WORK LIST (FORM GFE-1) 
FORM GFE-1 DUE WITH BID PACKET FROM ALL BIDDERS  
(Failure to timely submit Form GFE-1 will result in bid rejection) 

• Bidders shall list ALL Subcontractors/Suppliers to be used on this contract regardless of the dollar amount on 
Form GFE-1. If this bid includes bid alternates for additional work, Bidders shall list ALL Subcontractors/Suppliers 
who will be used if Louisville Metro elects to contract the additional work. 

• Bidders are required to make good faith efforts to subcontract with MFHBEs for every division of work available 
in this bid opportunity ("Divisions of Work") unless the work will be self-performed by the Bidder. 

• Bidders shall list any GFE Divisions of Work they intend to self-perform and separately list any GFE Divisions of 
Work where the identity of the subcontractor who will perform the work is undetermined at bid time. 

NOTE: If you are not using subcontractors, you should indicate "ALL" in the "Divisions of Work (Bidder Will 
Self-Perform)" section, sign and submit the form. 

• Examples of Divisions of Work to be listed on Form GFE-1 include, but are not limited to: clearing/earthwork, site 
concrete, asphalt paving, framing, painting, flooring plumbing, electrical, and HVAC. The number of subcontracting 
opportunities or Divisions of Work for GFE purposes may be greater and/or different than the divisions of work 
that might be outlined in the technical specifications. 

• Best good faith efforts require that Bidders make contact with each MFHBE at least ten (10) calendar days 
before bid opening and that MFHBEs be provided the same information as other subcontractors/suppliers. 

• Bidders shall contact MFHBEs by letter, fax or email ("Written Communication") to advise them of potential 
subcontracting opportunities. 

• Bidders should follow up the Written Communication with telephone calls to each MFHBE contacted to determine 
if a bid will be submitted or if further information is required. A MFHBE need not be contacted if that MFHBE 
responds to the Written Communication with a statement that the MFHBE will not bid on this project or if a MFHBE 
has already submitted a sub-bid. 

MFHBE SUBCONTRACTOR GFE LOG (FORM GFE-2) 
FORM GFE-2 WITH ATTACHED WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS DUE WITH BID PACKET FROM ALL BIDDERS  
 (Failure to timely submit Form GFE-2 will result in bid rejection and failure to timely submit the attached Written 
Communications may result in bid rejection, at the Metro Government's discretion) 

• Each Bidder shall submit with the Form GFE-2 one copy of each Written Communication sent to a MFHBE 
Subcontractor/Supplier to solicit bids for this project. 

• Optional Good Faith Efforts 

Bidders should consider public advertisements, attendance at pre-bid meetings, and technical and/or financial 
assistance to MFHBEs as part of their good faith efforts activities. Such activities should be listed on GFE-2 with 
written documentation of such activities attached. 

SUBCONTRACTOR PAYMENT CERTIFICATION (Previously FORM GFE-3) 
AUDITS DUE EACH MONTH OF THE CONTRACT PERIOD 

• The reporting of subcontractor payments for all Louisville Metro Government contracts will be accomplished by 
completing monthly audits on https://louisvilleky.diversitycompliance.com.  

All forms are available on the Louisville Metro Human Relations Commission website: 
https://louisvilleky.gov/government/human-relations-commission 
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